ABOUT N2WS BACKUP & RECOVERY

The promise of the cloud is a more agile,
cost-effective and disaster-proof way to scale.
However, this promise comes with some ﬁne print AWS and other public cloud providers guarantee the
safety of your infrastructure but not your data. N2WS
is the leading backup, disaster recovery and archiving
solution for AWS, including support for: Amazon EC2,
Amazon EBS, Amazon RDS, Amazon Redshift,
Amazon Dynamo DB, Amazon EFS, and Amazon S3.
Manage cloud data from a single easy-to-use console.

MADE FOR THE AWS CLOUD

AGILE DATA MANAGEMENT

EFFICIENT DISASTER RECOVERY

Hosted in your AWS environment
giving you complete control over your
data. Data never leaves your cloud.

Easily transfer data between different
regions, accounts and storage tiers for
efﬁcient data lifecycle management.

1-click disaster recovery gets you
back up and running in less than 30
seconds for 100% up time.

Why N2WS Backup & Recovery?
RAPID, GRANULAR DISASTER RECOVERY

MANAGE THE FULL DATA LIFECYCLE

Protect your cloud from ransomware, outage or data
loss with near-zero RTO. Create disaster recovery
sites around the world in a few clicks and leverage
cross-account recovery for enhanced security.

Automate transfer of EBS snapshots to Amazon S3 or
Glacier/Deep Archive for long-term retention and cost
savings. Leverage any S3 storage class to suit your needs
and boost cost-savings with automatic snapshot deletion
during the archive process.

APPLICATION-CONSISTENCY, 100% UPTIME
Perform application-consistent backups without
taking systems ofﬂine, with support for MySQL,
MongoDB, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, Exchange, Active
Directory, SharePoint, and SAP.
AMAZON S3 REPLICATION
Protect static data on Amazon S3 by automatically syncing
objects in S3 buckets across AWS regions and accounts.
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UPGRADED DR WITH RECOVERY SCENARIOS
Orchestrate recovery of an entire application or
service. Pre-conﬁgure a set of resources, deﬁne order
of recovery and bring workloads back in seconds.
Schedule dry runs to improve DR planning and check
for potential issues.
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Features at a glance:
Backup and Recovery

Cost Optimization

Flexible policies and schedules

Use Cost Explorer to monitor EBS backup spend

Volume and instance level backup & recovery

Monitor cost savings from your dashboard

Snapshot explorer with ﬁle & folder-level recovery

Start/stop non-critical instances during “off” hours

Application-consistent backups

“Zero EBS Snapshot” option for archived data

Sync Amazon S3 buckets automatically

Archive data to Amazon S3/Glacier/Deep Archive

Supports all AWS GovCloud regions

Intelligent, scalable worker instances

Capture & Clone VPC settings

Disaster Recovery

Onboarding & Admin

Rapid 1-click restore from any outage in seconds

Easy install with a CloudFormation template

Cross-region backup and disaster recovery

Designed for multi-tenancy and IAM support

Cross-account backup and disaster recovery

Integrate existing tag schema with custom tags

Conﬁgure and schedule Recovery Scenarios

CLI and RESTful API for custom integrations

Supports custom encryption keys for DR

Alerts by email / Amazon SNS and custom reports

Cross-region disaster recovery for Amazon EFS

Technical support for all paid plans

N2WS supports the top core AWS services:

Amazon EC2

Amazon EBS

Amazon RDS

Amazon
Redshift

Amazon
DynamoDB

Amazon EFS

“It has allowed us to save over $1million in the management of AWS EBS
snapshots over the course of 2 years.”
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Amazon S3
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N2WS + AWS:
N2WS was founded in 2012 with the mission of providing enterprise-class data protection for production environments
deployed in the public cloud and was meticulously built from the cloud up to meet the backup & DR requirements of the
most demanding customers. Now N2WS is the leading enterprise-class backup, recovery, and disaster recovery solution
speciﬁcally built for Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Let’s talk:
AWS is the leader in the public cloud and we’re the top-rated backup
& recovery solution for AWS with locations around the globe. Keep
your data safe and always available with near-instant disaster
recovery. Talk to one of our storage experts about the best solution for
your company and how you can save up to 60% on backup costs.
Get in touch to schedule a discovery call or start a free trial.

UNITED STATES

UNITED KINGDOM

EMAIL

WEBSITE

+1 888 426 4329

+44 1315 601551
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